Date: September 4, 2017
Attn: FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb, M.D.
CC:
EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
President Donald Trump
RE:

FDA’S UNJUSTIFIED AND ILLEGAL FIGHT AGAINST DANIEL SMITH AND MMS
-- FORMAL AND PERSONAL LETTER OF COMPLAINT
Daniel Smith, federal prisoner # 74882-065
U.S. District Court, Eastern Washington: waedce 2:2013-cr-00014
9th Circuit Court of Appeals: 09cae 15-30332

Dear Mr. Gottlieb,
I come to you today to request your immediate attention to the matter related to legal actions
taken by the FDA through federal prosecuting attorneys against Daniel Smith and MMS, also
known as Chlorine Dioxide.
It has been proven for over a decade by its users of all ages that MMS, usually created by
mixing an approximate 28% solution of Sodium Chlorite with a 4% solution of Hydrochloric Acid,
creates a gas known as Chlorine Dioxide, and this gas has the capability of killing all parasitic
organisms in the human body, without affecting any healthy human (or pet) tissues, organs, any
human biological systems; or our circulatory or nervous system.
It has also been proven that Chlorine Dioxide does not have any serious side effects, allowing
the body to heal itself through its immune system, now strengthen by the parasite-free bodily
environment, contrary to all the different drugs approved by the FDA that we see advertised
every day and night on television, all based on toxic chemicals with side effects as serious as
suicidal thoughts and actions, and actual death due to some sort of bodily failure caused by
such medication.
The idea that a substance like MMS cannot cure hundreds of diseases for which we now have
individual medications for from Big Pharma is not only illogical, it is based on a false conclusion
and is nothing more than a fraud. Here is the critical thinking conclusion that is impossible to
ignore:
 Fish live in water – and die in land
 Land animals live land – and die in water

 IT IS ALL A MATTER OF THE INTERNAL BODILY ENVIRONMENT AND HOW HEALTHY IT
IS – BAD ORGANISMS CAN’T LIVE IN A GOOD HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT WHERE THE
IMMUNE SYSTEM THRIVES!
As Pasteur himself said in his death bed:
“(Claude) Bernard is right. The microbe is nothing; (human) terrain is everything.”
There are millions of people taking daily doses of MMS all over the world for all sorts of
diseases and all of them are reporting incredible results. There are thousands of written and
recorded testimonials to that effect. Forget about controlled and manipulated clinical trials
done by Big Pharma and submitted to your agency, the CDC and similar institutions; trial studies
which have now been discredited due to the conflict of interest between Big Pharma and all
those doing the studies, now usually their employees. See http://tinyurl.com/Fraud-In-ClinicalResearch.
Administrator Pruitt is copied on this correspondence because his agency, the EPA, wrote a
toxicological review of Chlorine Dioxide in September 2000 which proves that MMS/Chlorine
Dioxide is not toxic in any way to the human body, in particular in the small doses presently
taken for the average adult treatment protocol, which is a combination of three drops each of
Sodium Chlorite and Hydrochloric Acid, every hour, eight times a day.
President Trump is included in this correspondence because he wants to Make America Great
Again – AND YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO DO THE SAME, BY EXECUTIVE VERBAL ORDER! If you don’t
or if you do anything contrary to that, YOU SHOULD BE FIRED, DECLARED IN VIOLATION OF
YOUR OATH OF OFFICE AND PROSECUTED TO THAT EFFECT!
I am sure, or at least hopeful, that you are a man and medical professional of good moral
Christian principles, that you will understand your responsibility to your duties as to your
position, your responsibilities to Daniel and every single person that has benefit from the use of
MMS or have been harassed by your department for promoting and/or selling it, and that you
will cease and desist from any further present of future action against Daniel, requesting the
U.S. Department of Justice to drop all charges against him.
Let me give you some background. Daniel Smith was first pressured, then intimidated, coerced,
harassed and finally imprisoned for selling MMS under trumped-up charges, anything that
officials from the FDA and the US Attorney could make it stick against Daniel. And they did, he
was facing +30 years and got +4 years in prison, and now the U.S. Department of Justice is
fighting hard against his release at the appeals level.

I wrote a study that details every single aspect of MMS and all that it has done to fight disease.
To clarify: MMS does not cure disease, MMS kills parasitic organisms in the body so that the
body’s immune system can take care of the rest and heal itself. Here is the link to my study:
http://tinyurl.com/RB-MMS-Study. You can find the thousands of positive world-wide
testimonials in favor of MMS at http://mmstestimonials.is/.
Further, in reviewing information provided to me under the Freedom of Information Act by the
FDA regarding any medical complaints against MMS usage through the FDA’s Adverse Event
Reporting System (FAERS), there are basically no side effects reported against MMS other than
minor injuries, all caused by mishandling and unapproved use of MMS, such as taking MMS in
doses beyond those recommended. Simply have a search of your FAERS system to confirm this.
The slanderous attack of the FDA against MMS can be found at http://tinyurl.com/FDA-AttackOn-MMS.
Doctor Gottlieb, you have a moral, legal and Hippocratic Oath obligation to look into this
matter, where only a conclusion such as mine noted above can be reached, and to order your
department to immediately contact the U.S. Department of Justice and request that Daniel be
released from federal prison, that his criminal record be expunged, that he be compensated for
lost profits, including the destruction of his business and good reputation, and that the FDA
advise all other governmental agencies, from the U.S. Department of Justice to the CDC, to stop
all actions against Daniel, MMS/Chlorine Dioxide, its distributors and its users.
I have already sent correspondence to both President Trump and First Lady Melania Trump,
asking that President Trump Pardon Daniel Smith. Please help our genuinely caring President
drain the swamp and Make America Great Again. Here is your opportunity to be part of Team
USA ----- TEAM HUMANITY.
Here are the links to my letters to President Trump and First Lady Melania:
http://tinyurl.com/Trump-Pardon-Daniel-Smith;
http://tinyurl.com/Melania-Letter-Daniel-Smith.
This letter is being publicly shared at http://tinyurl.com/Letter-FDA-MMS
Respectfully submitted.
Ricardo Beas

